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Abstract 

Instructing students in the culture of a target language has often been a struggle for 

educators. Since 1996 "The National Standards for Foreign Language Education" has made it 

clear that culture must be taught; however, the standards did not provide insight into how to 

instruct culture, and what should be taught. Japanese culture instruction, as other language 

instruction, has faced the same challenge of answering the questions of what and how to teach. 

This paper focuses on three subject areas in total. First, this paper aims to analyze current 

methods of culture instruction in Japanese classrooms. Secondly, this paper looks to explore the 

impact that cultural education has on students' opinions on Japan's relationship with the 

environment. Finally, through individual research, this paper aims to discuss the potential of 

instruction on the term satoyama and satoyama environn1ents has for improving environmental 

cultural education. In order to illustrate the problems in Japanese culture instruction regarding 

the environment, and to discuss the merits the inclusion of the topic satoyama, this paper will 

analyze previous research into Japanese culture instruction, expound upon the effects that the 

term satoyama and satoyama landscapes have had on Japanese culture, and convey findings of 

original research from surveys and interview with students of Japanese Language and Culture. 
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Introduction 

Language is a reflection of culture - the two are intertwined. It is practically impossible 

to attempt to study the two subjects independently. This is something that has been recognized 

(and struggled with) by teachers of foreign languages in America for over 60 years (Hadley 346). 

The methods applied to teaching culture have evolved through the decades with improvements in 

scope of focus, now including aspects of popular and high culture. However, there is still room 

for advancement that can be made by teachers and students alike in the teaching and study of a 

specific culture. 

In this paper I aim to discuss cultural education for students of the Japanese Language 

more specifically environmental cultural education. The environment is at the forefront of the 

global mind, with issues of pollution, global wanning, and conservation being debated on a 

national scale. In the case of Japan, the country's relationship with nature and the environment is 

emphasized outside of the political arena with multiples of festivals, holidays, and religious 

traditions being attached to aspects of nature - for example, the Shinto religion and annual cherry 

blossom festival. These aspects are often covered in cultural courses and are highlighted in 

cultural teaching standards by the American Association of Teachers of Japanese ("National 

Standards for Japanese"). Nevertheless, this can lead to a deficiency in discourse on Japanese 

culture with Japan's relationship with nature frequently being idealized for a perceived hannony 

(Asquith, Kalland 1-2). I would argue that indeed there is a hannonious relationship with nature 

present but it does not exist with nature as a whole. Instead I concur with Catherine Knight's 

conclusion in her paper "The Discourse of 'Encultured Nature' in Japan: The Concept of 

Satoyama and its Role in 21 st -Century Nature Conservation" that Japan's environmental 

hannony is particularly with cultivated nature which can be seen in aspects of the satoyama 
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landscapes through their preservation and popular culture associations. By including satoyama as 

a topic in environmental cultural education I believe it will not only benefit students by 

providing a broadened understanding of the Japanese landscape, but improve discourse and 

provide insight into Japanese society - one that both has reverence for nature as well 

environmental controversies. In order to cover this topic fully, I will expound further on 

satoyama landscapes and the changing associations with the word satoyama, current foreign 

language cultural education standards and practices, environmental incidents from the past and 

present, as well as the results of my own research into the possible benefits of introducing 

students to the concept of satoyama. Through this research I aim to find insight into three 

questions. 1) What is the n1ajority opinion of students of Japanese regarding Japan's relationship 

with the environment?, 2) What has influenced the foundation of students' opinion on Japan and 

the environment?, and 3) Can the introduction of the term satoyama and satoyama environn1ents 

into culture instruction make an impact on students' notions of Japan's relationship with the 

environment? 

Satoyama: A history and Culture 

When beginning to discuss satoyama landscapes, even the word satoyama, it must be said 

outright that it quickly becomes vague. With the physical landscape alone not having specific 

visual keys, such as one specific plant life or geographic location, it leaves the definition 

occasionally obscure l
. Nonetheless, satoyan1a landscapes do have one shared feature and that is 

cultivation. Catherine Knight, after exploring multitude of definitions presented for satoyama 

1 See Appendix A for photographic reference. 
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landscapes, provides a more concise definition that "In a physical sense, satoyama [ are] the semi

managed, semi-cultivated area of woodlands, shrubland and grassland surrounding human 

settlements, generally rural ones" ("The Discourse" 422). However, even this definition has been 

challenged by organizations such as the Satoyama Initiative, ajoint initiative of Japan's Ministry 

of the Environments and the United Nation's University Institute for Advanced Studies, which 

expand the definition of satoyama to a type of secondary nature maintained by human hands 

stating that, "[ satoyama] occupy an intermediate area between the wilderness and the cities" 

(Ministry of the Environment). While this statement supports their stated ecological causes, 

which will be discussed further on, it also serves to confuse and increase the definition of what 

satoyama landscapes actually are. Functionally, satoyama landscapes supported an agricultural 

lifestyle and were a source of fuel, organic fertilizer, food, herbs and grasses depending on the 

needs of the community (Bolthouse). In a sense, these satoyama can be defined partly though 

functionality; however, as the functional needs demanded of the physical satoyama have changed 

function alone cannot define the satoyama of today. Instead it is important to look at the role of 

humans in creating and maintaining these rural landscapes; especially as the function of the 

physical landscape evolves. It deserves reiteration that these environments cannot exist naturally 

- it requires humans to manage and cultivate them. As the Satoyama Initiative clarifies, the 

satoyama environment is nature that is separate from the wilderness. As such, it holds a different 

place in the Japanese mindset. When thinking of maintained areas in the United States, state 

parks come to mind in that they are cared for and managed. However, these areas are not 

pinpointed to be different from wild nature as the satoyama clearly are. This denoted difference, 

in fact, has led to the further evolution of the word satoyama outside of the physical location 

proving that the understanding of satoyama is still dynamically changing even today. 
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With the United Nations involving itself in the study and promotion of what are seen as 

positive characteristics of satoyama landscapes, it can seem to imply that topic of satoyama has 

been flourishing for several decades. While this observation is true in relation to Japan, this 

development is still a rather recent in terms of the history of satoyama in Japan (Takeuchi 9). In 

the book Satoyama: The Traditional Rural Landscape ofJapan Takeuchi calls attention to the 

fact that the term satoyama has been around since 1759, but did not become a part of popular 

culture until the 1960s (9). Even with the term reasserting itself into the public consciousness, 

the physical landscape has faced several difficulties in the two following decades. 

It has often been reflected that society only laments the loss of something once it is gone 

- the case of satoyama landscapes is no different. As authors Makoto Yokohari and Jay 

Bolthouse have spotlighted in their paper "Keep it alive, Don't Freeze it: a Conceptual 
( 

Perspective on the Conservation of Continuously Evolving Satoyama Landscapes" that, "It is 

only in recent years, in recognition of the widespread development and abandonment of 

satoyama, that people have begun to reconsider the social and ecological values of these 

woodlands" (210). Though the switch to preservation is more recent, the decline of satoyama is 

something that is a product of several decades. While changes in satoyama landscapes have been 

steady, the decade that is highlighted as one of the greatest contributors to the decline in 

satoyama is the 1960s. Kaoru Ichikawa and other authors in their article exploring the changes in 

satoyama environments in two case studies from 1880 to 2001 noted several specific 

contributing factors to the decline. In general, they cite that a majority of problems came as side-

effects to the economic growth period in Japan that began in the late 1950s and went into the 

1970s. During this period of time Ichikawa states that, "... [ when] young people began to work 

in the cities, and the number of farm households decreased. Furthermore, with the increase in 
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population, urbanization was accelerated by laws and plans for active and organized 

development and the improvement of civil engineering technology" (405). The push for 

urbanization is important when looking into of the main driving forces behind the disappearing 

satoyama landscapes. The growth of cities, in tum leads to the growth of suburbs, and the growth 

of suburbs lead to the absorption of once rural towns and the satoyama that existed there as well. 

In fact, Yukihiro Morimoto's discovered in her paper "What is Satoyama? Points for Discussion 

on its Future Direction" that from 1960-1970 "Every year, approximately 60,000 [hectares] of 

Satoyama were urbanized" (169). However, as Ishikawa pointed out, urbanization was just one 

of the main drivers that caused a shockwave of issues that effected satoyama landscapes, such as 

the movement of the young to the cities. This is echoed by Yukihiro Morimoto that indeed" ... 

the populations of farming and mountain villages have shrunk and aged" (167). The cultivated 

aspect of the satoyama environments makes the issue of an aging popUlation an important one 

if the people who live near these environments can no longer maintain the satoyama, it will just 

cease to exist and revert to pure wildenless. Additionally, the decrease in the occupation of 

agriculture has added to problem of the shrinking population in rural areas; in tum, the people 

who know how to care and maintain the satoyama properly grow fewer. 

The rapid advancement of new trials affecting the satoyama may have been born fronl the 

economic boom of the 1960s and 70s; but Japan's "bubble economy" of the 1980s served to 

extend the heavy blows laid on these landscapes. It is only through gradual effort that concerns 

for the disappearing satoyama landscapes gained traction. Though Katsue Fukamachi and his co

authors, through exploring public perceptions of satoyama, seem to paint a picture that 

international concerns for biodiversity played a role in in satoyama being seen as valuable again 

in the late 1990s ("Public Perceptions" 1 73), other authors have also noted the importance of 
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popular culture in affecting this change. Jay Bolton and Catherine Knight in each of their 

respective articles stress the role that Hayao Miyazaki's film My Neighbor Totoro (1988) played 

in public awareness of the need for satoyama conservation. Bolton, who focused solely this 

film's impact, concisely summarized the effect of the film: 

While this animated film was perhaps intended for a younger audience, its depiction of 

the rural satoyama landscape of the 1950s enchanted the young at heart as well and 

extended the film's impact far beyond the box office. Totoro has become not one a 

beloved animated character, but also a symbol for various campaigns to conserve 

satoyama. Indeed, on satoyama conservation group - The Totoro Hometown Fund 

Campaign - uses Totoro as its mascot in its campaign to preserve the stage upon which 

Totoro, Mei, and Satsuki come to animated-life: the Sayama Hills of western Tokyo. 

("Keep it alive" 207) 

The fact that the scenery was based on a real satoyama did not go unnoticed in Japan, even 

though it was not explicitly stated. The film breathes new life into the landscape giving it a 

heartwarming story of family and adventure that people can latch onto. The elements of the film 

give people the opportunity to develop feelings for satoyama landscapes though they may have 

never grown up near one or seen one in person. 

My Neighbor Totoro certainly had an impact on pop culture in Japan; however it is not 

the only film that was made during the early '90s that was linked to the troubled satoyama 

landscapes. Takahata Isao's Heisei Tanuki Gassen Pom Poko (1994) also known as The Raccoon 

Wars or merely as Pom Poko, also features a strong message of satoyama preservation. The film, 

though not as popular as Totoro, still reached notable popularity in Japan (C. Knight 430). The 
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film is based off of a reallocation in Japan called the Tama Hills that exists outside of Tokyo and 

focuses on the story of a clan of tanuki2 which reside there. This notable satoyama area becomes 

threatened by the expanding suburbs and the tanuki choose to try and fight back for their home. 

The resistance continues for several years, but the tanuki are unable to fight back against the 

development that over takes the satoyama. The remaining tanuki are left to make their homes in 

the few parks constructed, disguise themselves and shape-shift3 into humans like the foxes 

featured earlier in the film, or ultimately die without the protection of the satoyama. 

The message of this film is significantly more heavy handed then the warm hearted 

associations created by My Neighbor Totoro. It touches on real issues facing the satoyama and 

the impact these issues have on the wildlife living there. The end of the movie is not a 

satisfactory one in that none of the surviving tanuki have a truly happy ending. Those in the 

parks still face the threat of the urbanization around them and are shown as being trapped to the 

parks. As for the tanuki who blend in with humanity, they are depicted as being exhausted by 

maintaining their human forms to exist along the people who caused them to be displaced. While 

the film does have several fantasy and folklore elements, they are used to show some the real 

issues facing the animals that live in the satoyama landscapes and the satoyama itself. 

These films had a large impact in making the word satoyama take on a whole new 

understanding outside of something assigned to a physical location - and this additional 

association in large is what has propelled the public's support to preserve these areas. Morimoto 

notes that satoyama now carry an additional cultural value with them and that "The Japanese 

People seem to have a feeling of deep emotional attachment to their Satoyama landscape ... " 

2 Tanuki are a type of Raccoon dog that are native to Japan they are known for inhabiting satoyama landscapes in 

Japan. 

3 Tanuki and foxes in Japanese folklore are known for their ability to shape-shift. 
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(167). Her feelings are mirrored in the results of Fukamachi and his co- authors paper exploring 

the Japanese public's associations with satoyama landscapes and its perceived cultural value. 

Their analysis of a public survey conducted by Asahi Shimbun4 called "The Top 100 Japanese 

Rural Landscapes" found that "The majority of people regarded forest-covered, mountainous 

places as ideaL .. and valued the local people's traditional lifestyles as rich in nature" 

(Fukamachi 183). While in reality people may not want to leave their lives in the city for the 

n10re "idyllic" rural satoyama landscape, it has strong connections that evoke feelings of 

nostalgia. With satoyama being connected to the rural agricultural lifestyle, and that quickly 

being come an outdated occupation for most of Japan, it leads people to ron1anticized this past 

way of life much different from that of modern Japan (C. Knight 436). In this way, satoyama is 

no longer just a place - it is also directly connected to the nostalgic feeling associated with 

Japan's agricultural past making the site hold a greater cultural in1portance. 

The word satoyama is still more dynamic in its associations - more than physical and 

cultural. It is moreover, being seen as a fonn of sustainable biodiversity (C. Knight 427). Due to 

satoyama existing from human interaction, such as gathering herbs and taking out strong plants 

so other weaker ones can strive, satoyama have become safe havens for several endangered 

animals and plants (Morimoto). Though humans are indeed modifying the land to achieve certain 

things from the satoyama, it is dramatically less than the modification done for agriculture - this 

in turns what Ichikawa would call"... a hannonious relationship between humans and nature" 

(398). Morimoto sees the satoyama concept as something that is low carbon, recycling- based, 

and fosters hannony with nature (166). These positive features as are few of the reason the 

Satoyama initiative thinks that the satoyama concept of conservation and biodiversity is not 

4 A popular newspaper in Japan that has around a quarter readership (Fukamachi 174). 
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limited to Japan and can be found and implemented in other nations around the world (Satoyama 

Initiative). This swing into seeing the actions that help to make satoyama as a method of 

conservation has given a new point of reference to the word and expands the way it is being used 

in the beginning of the 21 st century in Japan. One outstanding example of this is in the work done 

by Japanese company 5 x Midori - a company that is known for its construction and 

development of "satoyama units" (See Appendix A). These "satoyama units", designed by 

architect Michio Tase in conjunction with the company's founder Fumi Miyata, are "simple 

[systems] of interlocking wire mesh boxes that .... [ when] filled with soil, plants can grow out of 

[on] any of the five sides that don't touch the ground" (S. Knight). These planters are being used 

in cities to provide more green space, but also provide a possible solution to the issues of rising 

temperatures in Japanese cities during the summer (S. Knight). These "satoyama units" are in 

effect taking the values born out of the satoyama concept of conservation and applying them in 

new directions and to new landscapes. 

Satoyama landscapes and the word satoyama alone have many diverse associations. From 

the changing understanding of how a physical satoyama environment can exist and be used in a 

modem Japan, to the nostalgic feelings that are tied to the rural lifestyle that used the satoyama 

landscapes, all can offer a deeper understanding of Japan to the student of Japanese. Culture, 

pop-culture, geography, history, and global issues all can be addressed through the window 

provided by the study of satoyama; and as I will display further on, can benefit the teaching of 

culture to undergraduate students of Japanese as well 
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Issues in Japanese Culture Instruction 

The inclusion of culture instruction in foreign and second language education is 

something that has become accepted as necessary by the foreign language teaching community. 

The first major push for the inclusion of culture in for language instruction came with the 

publication of "The National Standards for Foreign Language Education" in 1996. Reflections of 

this acceptance can still be seen today in guidelines created by groups such as the American 

Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (from here on referred to as ACTFL) and other 

specific foreign language associations. However, though the inseparable nature of language and 

culture has been validated by in large in the 21 st century, it does not mean that the difficulties 

facing culture instruction have diminished (Hadley 345). The teaching of Japanese culture is 

subject to these general difficulties as well and must, like all foreign language instruction, evolve 

to meet the needs of a changing student body. The world in which many of the methods of 

cultural instruction were formulated has changed; and in order to meet the needs of rapid 

globalization and changing economies, foreign language, and specifically culture instruction, 

must also change. 

Of the problems facing culture instruction the questions of what to teach and how to 

teach are some of the n10st basic and hardest to answer. Alice Hadley in the book Teaching 

Language in Context highlights the ineffectiveness of methods such as the "fact only" approach 

on grounds that facts often change, may help establish stereotypes, and facts are often unable to 

provide students with the tools they need to navigate a face-to-face situation in the target culture 

(347). Nonetheless, the teaching of "facts" is often a large part of culture instruction. While not 
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solely focused on facts, the "particularism" method of teaching culture discussed in Samuel 

Coleman's paper "Teaching Culture in Japanese Language Programs at the University Level: 

Insights from the Social and Behavioral Sciences" struggles with portraying certain aspects of 

Japanese culture as a fact for the whole of modern Japan. Particularism, Coleman notes, is a 

method that emphasizes the uniqueness of Japanese culture; however, the patterns it presents are 

often limited to specific times and places (329). Y oshio Sugimoto can attest to the differences in 

current Japanese society from what is imagined stating that "When outsiders visualize the 

Japanese ... they tend to think of ... career employees in large companies rather than non

permanent workers in sn1all firms, and university graduates rather than high schoolleavers" but 

in reality only 40% actually graduate from a university with a bachelor's degree, a quarter of 

Japanese workers have life-time employment, and 1 in 8 Japanese are employed at companies 

that have over 300 hundred employees (Sugimoto 1). The image of Japan is much different from 

reality of today and the particularism method of culture instruction is aiding in " ... [depicting] 

Japaneseness and associated concepts as unchanging expression of core values, attributing a 

timeless, near-mystical quality to the phenomena it treats" (Coleman 324). 

Other methods for instructing culture such as the descriptive approach also struggles with 

similar problems of displaying one aspect of Japanese culture while undermining others. This 

descriptive method was described by Coleman as "survival Japanese". What Coleman means by 

"survival Japanese" is that the descriptive method is one that is concerned with teaching various 

aspects of Japanese culture but not necessarily the deeper message - it is more concerned with 

the "how" of culture than the why. Though Coleman later discusses that ideally the descriptive 

and other methods could be used together in culture instruction, the results of a 2008 survey of 

Japanese textbooks shows that the cultural components of said textbooks are commonly based on 
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the descriptive method of teaching culture (Douglas). While the descriptive method is noted for 

giving students a "sense of security" in navigating cultural situations the model for these 

behaviors is a limited one that does not match the whole of Japanese society (Coleman 323). 

Issues of misrepresentation of Japanese culture are not limited to the demographics of the 

population. Indeed, one of the largest misrepresentations of Japanese society that is reinforced by 

cultural instruction is the idea that Japan has a harmonious relationship with the environment. 

Pamela Asquith and Arne Kalland in their paper "Japanese Perceptions of Nature: Ideals and 

Illusion" call attention to the fact that often "to whomever the essence of Japan is presented 

tourists, artists, businessmen, or students - in some form ... the packaging will more likely than 

not include some allusion to nature" (2). The allusion that Asquith and Kalland speak of is often 

one of harmony with nature that is reinforced by topics, such as the Shinto religions, attachment 

with nature, and Japan's recycling efforts which are often mentioned in Japanese culture 

classrooms. Be that as it may, Asquith goes on to point out further on even the kami (gods), that 

are supposed to be inherent in Japanese nature, can be asked to move into new shrines so their 

old homes in nature can be repurposed for construction (20). Additionally, there have been 

historical cases of pollution as well as recent concerns of whaling practices that show a different 

side to Japan's relationship with the environn1ent (Asquith 6; BBC). The point of mentioning the 

negative associations that Japanese society has had with nature is not to demonize the country; 

rather it is to show that the notion of Japan having a harmonious relationship with the 

environment is flawed. Teaching the idea of "the harmonious relationship" in effect diminishes 

students' ability to evaluate cultures and creates stereotypes. 

Recognizing the problematic prevalence of the view that Japan has a harmonious 

relationship with the environment is an important first step in meeting the new goals of 
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instructing foreign language put forth by ACTFL and the Partnership for 21 st century skills. In 

the "21 st Century Skills Map", created by the two organizations, it shows that language study 

should be interdisciplinary - educating students on global, health, environmental, economic, 

financial, and political issues of the target culture (5). Citing the rapid globalization of the 

economy, ACTFL calls teachers to take on methods of teaching language and culture that allows 

students to explore these themes so they can affectively use their language skills to aid them in 

the changing economy. The "Map" provides examples of how these interdisciplinary skills can 

be integrated into the classroom depending on the level of language and cultural proficiency of 

the learner. One example of this integration for intermediate range students is to take an 

environmental angle. The example is that "Students [should] explore an environmental issue in a 

target language country ... [and] propose resolutions that are environmentally safe" (Partnership 

9). By doing this students can not only learn about geography and the environment of a country, 

which are often covered in culture instruction, but now are also given the opportunity to look at 

current issues of the environment and are able to engage members of the target culture in 

discussion of the current issue. 

Unfortunately, though much thought has been given on how to instruct students in culture 

there are not many case studies on the affects these methods have on students of Japanese. While 

previous case studies into the instruction of Japanese culture conducted by Atsuko Kurogi and 

Caroline Mahoney have focused on teachers' attitudes and opinions on cultural instruction 

providing detailed classroom observations, both studies are more concerned with teachers' 

opinions and practices on culture than their pupils' experiences (Culture Teaching; "Teaching 

Culture in the Japanese Classroom"). However, it is important to note in the case of Kurogi' s 

study student surveys were conducted. Though both researchers do not examine in-depth the 
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personal experiences of the pupils receiving this instruction, the insights that Kurogi and 

Mahoney give into culture instruction are valuable. Kurogi's case studies were conducted in 

1997, which is a year after the publication of the "National Standards for Foreign Language 

Education" and reflect the infancy of the movement to integrate culture instruction 

simultaneously with language instruction (85). Kurogi's two case studies led him to the 

conclusions that " ... cultural teaching was seldom practiced ... and, intercultural communication 

strategies were not included as a part of the planned curriculum" (222). The intercultural 

communication strategies that Kurogi mentions refers to strategies which will instruct students 

on how to communicated with people of the target culture using the target culture's materials 

such as sense of time and understanding of gender roles. Mahoney's research on the other hand, 

shows that culture is indeed being taught but there is still a struggle not to teach language and 

culture as things that are separate from each other ("Teaching Culture in the Japanese 

Classroom"). The infom1ation gained from the research of Kurogi and Mahoney could be argued 

to display the effects of changed standards in foreign language cultural education; nonetheless 

they lack the direct effect on students from the student's own mouths. With such little research 

on the effects of cultural on students of Japanese langue and culture, and no known research on 

the effects of satoyama instruction on students of Japanese culture, exploration into these 

unknowns is a worthy undertaking 

In summation, I agree with the assertion by ACTFL and the Partnership for 21 st Century 

Skills that interdisciplinary language instruction is necessary in creating students who can 

communicate in an age of rapid globalization where likely they will need to communicate with 

someone who does not speak English (Partnership 2). A move in this direction will not only help 

rectify issues of stereotyping and idealization of Japanese culture that is created by teaching 
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methods such as the Particularism and Descriptive methods. However, with such little research 

on the effects of cultural instruction of Japanese, more research is essential to explore and to 

create effective cultural instruction in order for students living in global community to acquire 

the 21 st Century Skills that ACTFL proposed. Therefore, the present study explores the effects of 

satoyama instruction on student's ability to learn Japanese culture. With all of this in mind, I 

wholeheartedly believe that exploration into the benefits of including satoyama in Japanese 

culture education are warranted and mirror the direction of current movements in culture 

instruction. 

Research 

The research section of this paper will aim to answer the previously stated questions of 1) 

What is the n1ajority opinion of students of Japanese regarding Japan's relationship with the 

environment?, 2) What has influenced the foundation of students' opinions of Japan and the 

environment?, and 3) Can the introduction of the term satoyama and satoyama environments into 

culture instruction make an impact on students of Japanese's notion of Japan's relationship with 

the environment? The research section will consist of two parts - the results of two administered 

surveys, and the results of individual interviews. Each of these results will be broken down 

individually into the method of data collection, descriptions of participants and the data 

collection process, as well as a final data analysis. To best serve the proposed questions all 

participants in this research have been limited to those who are 1) students, 2) have studied 

Japanese culture in some form, and 3) are at least 18 years of age. Unfortunately due to 

constraints, the location of the data collection has been limited to one university. 
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Surveys 

Two surveys were administered to students attending a university club called "Club 

Japan". Club Japan is a student funded organization whose stated mission is "To actively educate 

students about Japanese culture, share interests about Japanese culture and establish friendships 

with Japanese exchange students. Most importantly to have fun while doing all the above" 

(Meeting Notes). Meetings are held weekly on Wednesday nights on campus in designated 

meeting rooms. Occasionally, student board members, consisting of a President, Vice-President, 

Secretary, Treasurer, Social Chair, and Historian will plan meetings outside of the weekly 

Wednesday n1eetings to show films or visit sites related to Japanese culture. Attendance to both 

weekly and additional meetings is voluntary on the part of the students - there is no financial or 

grade incentive offered for attendance. The weekly events designed by board members, whom 

are all students who have been learning Japanese language and culture, are advertised to 

members via announcements in classrooms, word of mouth, and by Facebook group created 

events. The weekly Wednesday meetings follow a standard fonnat that fit into an hour and half. 

Initially the meetings are conducted by members of the planning board with announcements and 

a presentation on an area of culture being created and conducted by often by the president or 

vice-president. Afterwards, students, as well as board members, take part in activities created by 

the board members that coincide with the area of culture that was discussed in the presentation 

for that evening. Though attendance varies through the academic year, Club Japan averages 15 

20+ attendees each meeting. Due to high regular attendance, Japanese culture centered activates 

and presentations, and the likelihood of a high concentration of Japanese language and culture 

students or students who have interacted with Japanese culture, Club Japan was chosen as a 
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target community in the present research that could hopefully reflect the feelings and opinions of 

students at different levels of Japanese language and culture study. 

Initial survey: Data Collection and Demographics 

The first survey adn1inistered to Club Japan members was given on February 27, 2013 

three weeks prior to the second survey in order to increase the lack of recognition of identical 

questions on the second survey (See Appendix B for Survey). Following with guidelines put 

forth by The National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and 

Behavioral Research in the Beln10nt report, all participants were given an opportunity to view a 

consent form before taking part in the survey, but due to the nature of the survey, the internal 

review board granted an exemption to the necessity of signing. Participants were also made 

aware of the voluntary nature of the survey. An information session on the nature of the surveys 

took place after the initial announcements at the beginning of the club meeting. After the 

information session surveys were handed out and returned to board members at the leisure of the 

students. When the meeting was over, of the 25 surveys 16 were returned to the primary 

researcher by the president of Club Japan. 

Table 1 
Demograph£s ofRespondents to Smvey 

Gender 
18 19 20 21 

Age 
22 23 24 25 26 

,.:,'totai .~ 

Male 2 1 6 
Fermle 3 2 2 8 
Umeported 1 2 

Total 6 3 3 1 0 0 16 

Demographics of the first survey' s participants are split fairly evenly in terms of self-

identified gender with a slight favoritism toward the female gender. Two survey participants 
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choose not to respond to the question of gender. As for age, a majority of participants were 18 

years old, the minimum age required to participate in this survey. There was not maximum age 

requirements set for the surveys; however the oldest reported participant was 26 years of age. 

Table 2 

Demographics ofRespondents to SUlVCY 


Years ofJapanese Staly Highest Level ofJapanese Coursework 
101 102 201 202 301 302 400 Umeported 

4 2 6 
2 1 1 2 

3 1 
4 

4+ 1 2 

Unreported 4 4 

,. ::rotal 0 5 1 3 0 0 6 16 

The majority of club Japan members who participated in this survey have had some form 

of formal Japanese instruction at the university level. The reported coursework shown correlates 

to required classes offered at the university where the study was conducted. Courses such as 101 

and 102 are offered to students during their first year of Japanese studies at the university unless 

a student would otherwise test beyond those class levels. As such, courses 201, 202, 301, and 

302 correlate to second and third year courses offered in fall and spring semesters. The 400 level 

of course work is generalized due to the multitude of classes offered at the university - students 

do not have a specific required course at this level; but must take two 400 level courses to 

complete a major in Japanese Language and Literature.( See Table 2). 

Table 3 
Detrographics ofRespondents to Survey 

Total 

No Major or Minor 
~ 

Japanese 
studies Connected Unreported Total 

Major 'Minor to Japanese 

7 1 5 3 16 
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The results to the question of students' major and minor brings up a point of interest. 

Though 12 students reported having studied Japanese for at least one year (See Table 2) the 

results in Table 3 show that students may be choosing to take Japanese electively, or study it on 

their spare time outside of available classroom instruction at the university. However, a majority 

of students, of those who reported areas of study, are still students of Japanese language and 

culture. 

Initial Survey: Data 

The nature of the survey is more qualitative than quantitative with 4 out of 5 questions on 

the survey requiring the use of students own wording to answer. In response to question 1) in 

your own words how would you describe Japan's relationship with the environment? A majority 

of students had a positive view point of Japan's relationship with nature. Only three out of the 

sixteen surveys collected did not have a response to this question. Words such as clean, eco

friendly, good, very aware, and interested were used multiple times amongst the surveys to 

describe Japan's relationship with the environment. Additionally, two students also felt that the 

Japan's relationship with the environment was "good" but expressed concerns about the recent 

nuclear disaster that affected Fukushima Daiichi on March 2011 and how it might also affect the 

environment. Out of the thirteen students who chose to respond to question 1 on the survey only 

two alluded to Japan having a negative and well as a positive relationship with the environment. 

Question 2 asked students to, on scale of 1 to 10, rate Japan's environmental practices. 1 

indicated "being bad for the environment" and 10 indicated "being the best at environmental 

preservation". Of the sixteen surveys collect three choose not to respond to question 2. Overall 

the reactions to question 2 show a noticeably high option opinion about Japan's environmental 

practices with no responses falling below a 7. 
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Figure 1: Answers to Question 2 of Survey 1 

Questions 3 and 4 address how often students are reading articles related to Japan by 

American and Japanese news sources in a month. Of the 16 surveys received only 14 chose to 

answer questions 3 and 4. The purpose of these questions was to try and ascertain if students are 

looking into current news on Japan on a regular basis, and whether the nation of origin has an 

effect on the frequency of students' reading habits. The result of both question 3 and 4 largely 

lean towards a majority of students reading articles by Japanese and American news sources less 

than once a month (See Table 4 & 5). 
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Table 4 Table 5 


Number oftimes students read articles related to Nun:ber oftiIres sttrlents read articles related to 


Japan by Japanese News sources in a Ironth Japan by A.tre~anNews sources in a llDnth 


Responses by students Responses by students 

Never 8 Never 7 

once a Ironth 0 orK;e a nnnth 1 

Rarely 2 ffardly 2 

Bi-weekly 0 Bi-weekly 1 

. Weekly 	 2 Weekly 1 
Daily 	 2 Daily 2 


2 Unreported 2 

16 Total 16 


The last question on the initial survey inquired into students' personal interests in 

Japanese culture. Of the 16 responses received two chose not to answer this question leaving a 

total of 14 responses. Topics such as music, anime, food, manga, fashion, and "generally 

everything" appeared at least 4 times a piece amongst students' responses. Interests in Japanese 

friends, politics, and history showed up less but were mention by three students. The least 

mention personal interest in Japanese culture was the environment with only two students citing 

it as object of Japanese culture that they were interesting in. 

Overall Analysis of Data from Initial Survey 

The results from the initial survey of Club Japan show that a majority of the students 

surveyed often have a positive outlook on Japan's relationship with the environment - n1entions 

of recycling, clean cities, and trash polices reflect that some students are have concrete images 

in mind when they picture Japan's relationship with the environment. Additionally, while two 

students mentioned the nuclear incident in Fukushima Daiichi, there are no notable indicators of 

students' awareness of current issues affecting Japan and its environment. This notion is 

supported by students' self-reported disinclination to read articles from Japanese or American 

news sources on issues related to Japan on a regular basis. Though students of Club Japan are not 
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reading news articles often they are quite interested in pop-culture topics such as n1usic, fashion, 

and anime. Overall, the students of Club Japan, as of February 27,2013 when this survey was 

conducted, though engaged in the study of Japanese culture by attending Club Japan, have a 

tendency to lean toward a highly positive image of Japan's relationship with the environment, 

and do not display notions of being aware of negative environmental incidents outside of the 

minority of students who mentioned Fukushima. 

Second Survey: Data Collection and Demographics 

A second survey was conducted on March 20th 2013 at one of the weekly meetings of 

Club Japan after the researcher's presentation. The researcher gave a presentation on satoyama 

before the students were given the survey. The presentation covered four points, the three 

different interpretations of the word satoyama - the physical, cultural heritage, and 

environmental conservation, the history of satoyama in the 20th century till 2013, pop-culture 

references, and the idea of cultivated nature that has been associated with satoyama 

environments. Again, following protocol required of human research, participants were made 

aware of the voluntary nature of the survey and were given access to information sheets 

concerning the purpose of the study, participants' rights, and the protection of participants' 

information. Though surveys were passed out by the researcher during this survey, they were not 

collected by the researcher; instead, students turned the surveys in at their leisure to a folder 

located on a table near attendance sheets of Club Japan. The researcher was not present for the 

return of surveys to the folder - the folder containing the surveys was collected after the end of 

the meeting. This survey has eight questions in total, making it three longer than the first survey. 
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Table 6 

Demographics ofResponcients to 2ud Survey 


Gender Age 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 38 

Male 2 1 9 

Female 5 2 10 

Umeported 0 
To.tal 3 6 3 19 

The self-reported gender of the participants of the second survey is close to evenly split 

with slight favoritism to the female gender. The majority of members of Club Japan are 19 years 

of age with the minimum age reported being 18 and a maximum of 38. 

Table 7 

Detrographics ofRespondents to 2nd Survey 

Years ofJapanese Study Highest Level ofJapanese Coursework 
Total

101 102 201 202 301 302 400 Unreported No Coursework 

2 3 1 2 8 

2 4 6 
3 o 
4 
4+ 2 

Unreported 

No, E'Xperience 1 

,,--_,-.-..To~l 2 4 5 o o 2 2 3 19 

Three more students participated in the second survey in comparison to first survey. Additionally, 

though a majority of the students reported that 102 was their highest level of course work on the 

first surveythe results of the second survey show the class level 202 had the greatest number of 

students who reported it was their highest level of coursework. 

Table 8 

Demographics ofRespondents to 2nd SlU-vey 

No Major or Minor 
Japanese 

studies Connected Unrepofted Total 

Major Minor to Japanese 

8 3 8 o 19 
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With the increase in participants in the second survey there was also an increase in students who 

did not have any major or minor study connected to Japanese. However, there is also an increase 

in students who have connected majors or minors with Japanese as well as reduction of 

unreported information in regards to the question of the areas of study (See Table 8). 

Second Survey: Data 

Similar to the first survey, the first question on the second survey asked students in their 

own words to describe Japan's relationship with the environment. Of the 19 surveys received, 

only 17 chose to answer question one. In comparison to responses to question one in survey one, 

participants use less consistent positive language. Words and phrases such as "good" or "strong 

relationship with the environment" were only mentioned two times a piece. A new theme that 

emerged in responses to question one is the comparison to other countries. All answers that cited 

comparisons with other countries stated Japan's superiority regardless of a specific comparison 

to America or other nations in general. There were also two mentions of Japan's relationship 

with the environment being cultivated. Additionally, words such as whaling, unharmonious, and 

poor appeared when describing Japan's relationship with the environment -these did not appear 

at all in the previous survey. 

Question two (See Figure2), mirroring the order of survey one asks participants again, on 

a scale of 1-10, to rate Japan's environmental practices. 1 in this question is related as being bad 

for the environment and lOis related as being the best at environmental preservation. Of the 19 

surveys received only 18 responded to question two. Recalling survey one, no participant rated 

Japan's environmental practices less than a 7 (See Figure 1); however, on the second survey one 

student answered a 4, and four students answered a 6. Additionally, two students on survey one 
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answered a 10 or wrote in an answer of greater than 10. On the other hand, this survey did not 

have any students answer above a 9. While the numbers answered are not dramatically lower for 

question two, there is an increase of students who gave answers lower on the 10-scale. 

.. _., -----_._-_._._----_.. _-_._--_.._ _--------_...__.-------
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Figure 2: Answers to Question 2 of Survey 2 

Questions 3 and 4 (See Tables 9 & 10), just as in survey one, asked students about their 

frequency of reading articles in a month related to Japan by Japanese and American news 

sources. Of the 19 surveys received all 19 participants chose to answer questions 3 and 4. 
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Table 9 Table 10 


Number oftmes students read articles re1ated to Number of times students read articles re1ated to 


Japan by Japanese news SOlrrces in a month Japan by American News SOlrrces in a month 


Responses by students Responses by students 

Never 8 Never 7 
Rarely 9 Rarely 8 
Weekly 0 Weekly 2 

2 x Per Day 2 Every Other Day 1 

Daily 0 Daily 1 

Unreported 0 Unreported 0 

10taI 19 ~~ !,otat" 19 

A majority of students answered "rarely to never" in terms of how often they read articles 

about Japan in one month by both Japanese and American news sources. There is no significant 

difference in the frequency of reading reported in relation to the country of origin. Overall 

students who participated in this survey in large are not accessing articles related to Japan by 

American or Japanese news sources. 

Question 5 asked students about their personal interests in Japanese culture. The two 

most popular interests mentioned were food, and a general response of "everything" which were 

mentioned at least seven times in the 19 surveys received. The second most mentioned cultural 

interests were society, fashion, history, language, and music. The four previous answers were 

mentioned four times a piece in the second survey. Less popular, but mention, cultural interests 

were anime, technology, and video games - these were mentioned twice a piece in the surveys. 

Question 6 (See Table 11) which is one of the three new questions on the second survey 

asks students to, on a 5-scale, rate how often they have been presented with negative aspects of 

Japan's relationship with the environment. 1 on this scale indicated never, and 5 indicated very 

frequently that students were presented with negative aspects of Japan' s relationship with the 
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environment. The majority of students who answered question 6, according to their own self-

reporting, "rarely to never" encounter negative aspects of Japan's relationship with the 

environment. 

Table 11 

Frequency ofpresentation ofnegative aspects of 


Japan's relationship with the env1rOnn'lCnt 


Responses by students 
Never 

1 6 

2 7 

3 4 
4 2 

5 
Very Frequently o 

Unreported o 
Total 'c 19 

Question7 on the second survey was linked to question 6. Students were asked how they 

received the negative information on Japan's relationship with the environment. Students who 

answered 1 to question 6 were exempt from question 7 due to the participants' inability to 

provide a source. Of the 19 surveys received six students were exempt, and two chose not to 

respond leaving a total of 11 responses. The two top sources listed by students were the news and 

television with each source being mentioned six times. The second most listed sources for 

information about negative aspects of Japan's relationship with the environment were classes, 

and the internet - both answers occurred three times a piece. Emails from Club Japan and 

research were also listed as sources, though each was only mentioned once. 

Question 8 of the second survey was for the personal development of the researcher. It 

solicited opinions of the students in regards to the presentation on satoyama. The results of the 

answers to Question 8 were not considered vital to the analysis of other data in both surveys 
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though it may be used to improve the presentation given tothe members of Club Japan in the 

future. 

Overall Analysis of Data from Second Survey 

The second survey had a greater rate of success with a decrease of unanswered in 

questions on the survey. Something peculiar that showed up in this survey with the addition of 

new questions is the fact that majority of students reported that news sources and television were 

their main resource for negative aspects about Japan and the environment; however an 

overwhelming majority of students also stated they were not reading articles about Japan by 

Japanese or American news sources. The inclination that students are rarely coming in contact 

with negative aspect of Japan's relationship with the environment is supported by students own 

reporting with six students stating they have never been presented with negative aspects of 

Japan's relationship with the environment, and seven indicating a rarity of contact with negative 

aspects of Japan and the environment. Additionally, this survey shows a decrease in positive 

answers associated with Japan and its environmental practices. While Japan's relationship with 

the environment is still felt to be quite good by many students who took the survey, themes of 

comparison with other nations are brought up for justification where it was not before. Moreover, 

the answers given to question two, show a movement of opinions on Japan's environmental 

practices towards the middle of the scale rather than the upper end of the scale that was favored 

on the first survey. 

Interviews 

In order to add more qualitative data to this research, select interviews were conducted 

with students at the university. All students who were interviewed were majors in the Japanese 
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Language and Literature program and over 18 years old. Four students were interviewed in total. 

The gender of the students was evenly divided with two males and two females. Of the students 

who participated in the interviews, two were seniors, one was ajunior, and one was a sophomore 

in the Japanese program at the university where the research was conducted. Each student was 

interviewed at a different location according to their own convenience. As for the interviews, 

each lasted 10-15 minutes depending on the student's responses. All of the audio for the 

interviews were recorded via handheld camera; however the facial features of the interviewees 

are not featured in the footage taken during the recording. Before beginning the interview 

students were supplied with the sample interview script as well as a consent fonn which they 

were asked to review and sign if they decided to continue with the interview (See Appendix C). 

Students were also made aware that if they feel uncomfortable with a question during the 

interview they do not have to answer and may end the interview at any time if they desire. In 

order to maintain the privacy of those involved, the names of those interviewed will not be 

identified in this research. 

The focus of the interviews was not on the benefits of study of satoyama but rather, on 

the current opinions of students on environmental cultural education and their own opinions on 

Japan and the environment. There was a noticeable difference in the opinion that seniors had on 

the environment in comparison to the junior and sophomore. The seniors interviewed tended to 

have more knowledge on the subject of the environment and Japan and more balanced views. 

This result indicates that they often were able to cite many reasons to for their opinion on Japan's 

relationship with the environment. The two seniors pointed to the environmental heritage in 

Japan as something that is significant to Japan's history. When inquiring the to the rationale 

behind the seniors' opinions on Japan's relationship with the environment both stated outside 
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sources such as the news and the internet; however, one had also studied environmental policy 

and found it to have a significant impact on his opinion. 

The one sophomore and junior interviewed also indicated the internet as an influence on 

their opinions when asked of their opinion on Japan's relationship with the environment. Though, 

the junior also felt that one class they had taken on Japanese history greatly influenced their view. 

The reason that this junior cited for their opinion on Japan's relationship with the environment 

was religion in Japan - specifically Shintoism. The junior cited the history class which he took 

saying that Shinto was spoken of often and they felt the religions respect for the environment is 

passed on by the Japanese through their history. 

While the seniors did not specifically cite Shinto as a reason for Japan's relationship with 

the environment they did talk of how Shinto was the main lens through which the environment 

was viewed in their culture class. When asked about how they felt about the instruction they 

received in their culture class one senior felt that it was somewhat lacking and was not 

emphasized. That same senior thought the role that the environment played in Japan's culture 

was more significant than what was taught. The other senior voiced a similar experience in the 

culture class with Shinto being the main focus on the environment as well as a section on the 

climate of Japan. However, this senior did not necessarily feel that it was lacking since there 

were many cultural topics to learn about in such a short period of time. 

The students, who cited the internet as a source for their news about Japan and the 

environment, were asked what they read about Japan and the environment, how often, and what 

type of news source they use. Other than one senior all of the other students said that they use 

American news sources when they read about Japan and the environment; however all admitted 
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that this was not a frequent activity. The 2011 tsunami was the number one mentioned 

environmental news that the students followed with some mentioning the effects of the nuclear 

meltdown at Fukushima specifically. Outside of this subject all students said that they did not 

follow Japan's environmental news with any frequency. 

When asked about their opinions on Japan's known whaling practices, all students 

expressed a dislike of the practice however; the sophomore and one senior went on to clarify 

those opinions. Both the sophomore and one of the seniors stated from an international 

perspective that they did not like the practice but it was something that has been a part of Japan's 

culture. When asked to explain why it was culturally important, the only answer given from the 

senior and sophomore was that the practice was a part of Japan's history. The same senior who 

clarified their opinion also expressed that they felt whaling was not a prevalent issue and most 

Americans likely only know about it through shows like South Park. Overall, when the students 

were asked if Japan's whaling practices had an effect on their opinion about Japan's 

environmental practices all stated that it did not or was not significant. 

Finally, when students were asked to rank Japan alongside other nations in terms of 

environmental practices all participants gave Japan a high ranking though the variations on this 

answer are worth mentioning. The sophomore's answer came from a lack of hearing anything 

terrible about Japan's environmental practices and decided it must be good or the same as other 

countries. The junior returned to their strong feelings about Shinto's effect on the Japanese 

stating that due to religion it is higher than others. One senior stated that Japan is on the upper 

end of the spectrum and should be noted for their low carbon footprint despite being so industrial. 

The last senior stated that Japan's environmental practices are good, but rooted in necessity due 

to limited resources in Japan - they have to respect the environment to survive and thrive. 
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Research Analysis 

The interviews and surveys provide insight to the first two questions posed at the 

beginning of research l)What is the majority opinion of students of Japanese regarding Japan's 

relationship with the environment? and 2) What has influenced the foundation of students' 

opinions on Japan and the environn1ent? The interviews reflect the similar themes that were 

found in the surveys. Students who participated in the interviews did not frequently read news 

related to Japan or the environment, there was a positive view of Japan's environmental practices, 

and news about Japan's environmental practices was limited. The interviews highlighted the 

theme of the Shinto religion being used as the main lens to view Japan's relationship with the 

environment. The use of Shinto to think about Japan's relationship with the environment 

reinforced the positive view held about environment by an overwhelming majority of students of 

Japanese culture. Also in regards to whaling practices the interviews showed an inability on the 

part of three of the four students interviewed to talk about environmental issues in Japanese 

cultural terms. Understanding whaling is a cultural practice is excellent, but other than citing the 

length of the practices existence no student was able to cite the importance of the practice to the 

Japanese people. That fact that students of Japanese culture were unable to explain why whaling 

is stated as being culturally important to the Japanese people is troubling. Seeing as students of 

Japanese language and culture will often be seen as ambassadors for Japan in their own 

communities it is important that they know why, and can explain issues that have different 

viewpoints outside of Japanese culture. That being said, the students who participated in the 

surveys and in the interviews were not devoid of cultural knowledge; but lacked depth on topics 

of the environment and were unable to engage in topics on Japan's environmental practices 

effectively. 
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Addressing the third question, whether or not the introduction of the term satoyama and 

satoyama envirOlunents into cultural instruction makes an impact on students of Japanese's 

notions on Japan's relationship with the environment - I would argue that indeed there is a 

noticeable impact. In order to answer this question, surveys were given to Club Japan with time 

and a presentation in between the two surveys. Figures 1 and 2, which diagram the opinions of 

students on Japan and the envirollll1ent, based on a 10 point scale, are quite different in their 

results. While Figure 1 shows a clear positive view of Japan's relationship with the environment 

(See Figure 1), Figure 2 shows students viewpoints moving towards the middle of the graph 

instead (See Figure 2). The goal of the presentation was not to motivate participants' opinions 

towards a largely negative outlook; rather, the goal was to see change in opinions. The 

movement towards a medium view could not be predicted but is a welcomed outcome. Figure 2 

reflects the change that did indeed take place in the participants after the presentation. This is 

further supported by the personal statements of participants on surveys when they were asked to 

describe Japan's relationship with the environment in their own words. While survey 1 often had 

one dimensional answers of "good" in regards to Japan's relationship with the environment, 

survey 2 featured justifications, comparisons to other nations, concerns for whaling, and 

statements of how each nation related with the environment. While there are some restrictions in 

this paper, the data of the present study indicates that satoyama can indeed change students' 

opinion on Japan's relationship with the environment. 
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Discussion 

Japanese culture is undoubtedly connected with nature. From the Shinto religion that has 

kami (gods) living in all different aspects the environment, to festivals that celebrate the ocean as 

well as cherry blossoms in bloom - it is clear that nature touch many aspects of Japanese culture. 

Yet, the environmental aspect of Japanese culture is not emphasized in culture classes. 

Interviews with students demonstrated that Shinto's relationship with the environment is what 

stuck with students after they finished the culture course. Interviews and results from surveys 1 

and 2 show that students are not pursuing information about Japan's relationship with the 

environn1ent in English or Japanese and few student list the environment as a point of cultural 

interest about Japan. This presents a giant dilemma. Though students espouse Japan's great 

relationship with the environment they are not exploring the reasons behind it or being exposed 

to negative points of contention about Japan and its relationship with the environment. Also 

students are often not con1ing in contact with negative aspects of Japan's relationship with the 

environment as question 6 on second survey showed (See Table 11). More importantly, as 

demonstrated in the interviews with students of Japanese Culture in relation to whaling, students 

are unable to use the Japan"s own cultural understanding or terminology to explain what they 

claim to be cultural practices on the part of Japan. 

The results of the surveys and interviews reflect the problems that come with the practice 

of teaching culture solely through particularism and descriptive methods (Coleman 323-4). 

Students are applying the idea of Japanese people having a harmonious relationship with the 

environment to the whole Japan instead of looking at different groups, which is a side effect of 

the particularistic method of instructing culture. Moreover, students are unable to talk about 

controversial issues, or current issues. This shows the effects of the descriptive method of 
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instructing culture that aims to teach students solely how to "survive" in Japanese society but 

neglects to have students analyze things that are in contention for members of Japanese society. 

Both methods of instructing culture have their merits but focusing solely one method over 

another has drawbacks that are demonstrated in students' understandings of Japan's relationship 

with nature. 

The Partnership for 21 st Century Skills along with ACTFL recognizes the need to remedy 

the problem of language being divorced from other disciplines. In the 21 st century skills map 

ACTFL and the 21 st Century Partnership rationalize the need to have students who can use their 

language and culture skills to talk about social issues such as health care, the environment, and 

politics, stating these are the issues that affect an ever rapidly globalizing world (5). A move to 

implement satoyama into the cultural instruction process is one way to attempt to meet the needs 

of the 21 st century student that are highlighted in the 21 st Century skills map. 

Satoyama themselves mirror the interdisciplinary nature that is valued in new language 

instruction standards. Satoyama are not only landscapes, but also they are methods of 

environmental conservation, and cultural heritage that touch on several different aspects of 

Japanese culture. Just as the environment in Japanese culture can be spoken of in historical 

perspectives, social perspectives, and geographical perspectives, so too can satoyama be spoken 

of from different views. Moreover, the fact that satoyama are at the forefront of the Japanese 

mind today, due to their decline, shows Japan's own struggle with the environment. As Asquith 

commented the relationship Japan has with the environment is not always as harmonious as what 

is portrayed (2). 
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Satoyama present a unique opportunity for students to not only experience many different 

parts of Japan's environmental culture, but also see the duplicity of Japan's positive and negative 

relationship with the environment. The results of the two surveys show that knowledge of 

satoyama has potential to impact students' opinions and create more balanced opinions on 

Japan's relationship with the environment. In the first survey there was no student who rated 

Japan's environmental practices less than a 7 - but after the satoyama presentation a majority of 

students rated Japan's environmental practices a 6 or a 7 on a ten scale (See Figures 1 & 2). 

Given that the point of this research is not to see if satoyama instruction can change students' 

opinions on Japan's relationship with the environment from a positive to a negative one, the 

significant movement of students' opinions towards the middle ground as reflected on the 10 

scale can be viewed as productive. This shift in opinion suggests that students' perspectives may 

have changed after the presentations. Additionally, in the second survey several participants 

made effort to justify their opinions, something that was not seen in the first survey. This 

highlights the ability of the satoyama presentation to encourage students to think about why they 

feel what the feel about Japan's relationship with the environment given that they have just been 

presented with aspects of Japan's past environmental failings and present efforts to encourage a 

different form of environmental cultivation globally (Ministry of Education). 

It is the opinion of this researcher, within the limited scope of this research that satoyama 

instruction is indeed beneficial to students of Japanese cultural. Students overall had especially 

high opinions on Japan's environmental practices and relationship with the environment yet were 

unaware of issues of contention with Japan's environmental practices. An overwhelming 

majority of students do not have interest in the environment and are not looking to news sources 

to find out more information, and cultural classes were reported to be limited in their scope in 
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instructing students in Japan's environmental culture. Satoyama instruction is not the only 

solution to changing the trend of diminished environmental cultural instruction in Japanese 

culture classrooms; but due to its successful outcome in this research and its ability to meet the 

purposed needs of the 21 st century student proposed by ACTFL, satoyama instruction becomes a 

highly viable option for the future cultural instruction. 

Limitations and Suggestions for Further Research 

Due to time constraints, the human research presented in this paper took place over a 

limited period of four months. It is the belief of this researcher that research into the impact that 

cultural environmental instruction, specifically the benefits of including satoyama in this 

instruction, on students of Japanese Language and Literature would be best served by an 

increased period of study. Surveys given to students of Club Japan only demonstrated the 

immediate reactions of students who experienced the presentation on satoyama. In order to 

answer the question of whether the inclusion of satoyama in cultural environmental education 

can have a lasting impact, it is the opinion of this researcher, that surveys should be redistributed 

to students in the remaining years of their study at a university to ~ee if opinions on Japan's 

relationship on the environment change with time and whether satoyama had a role in changing 

that opinion. 

Additionally, this research was limited to one university and reflects the cultural 

instruction that its students have received. Expansion of this research into multiple universities 

would help determine if the results of the research at the one university in this study speak to a 

trend in the study of Japanese Language and Culture in the U.S. Moreover, the expansion of 

research would help reinforce the validity of including satoyama instruction in the Japanese 
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culture classroom or display that the results of this study are not typical of other students in other 

Japanese programs. 
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Appendix A 

Reference Photographs 
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Photograph 1: A satoyama environment in Sasayama, Hyougo Japans (Akiyoshi's Room). 

Photograph 2: Satoyama environment in Chiba, Japans (Namazu-tron). 

5 Photographs are used with permission by owners under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.5 Generic license. 
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Photograph 3: Satoyama Units by company 5 x Midori 6 


Photograph 4: Satoyama units, created by 5 x Midori, in use in city environments.6 


6 Photographs are used with expressed permission from company 5 x *51<. 
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Appendix B 

Student Surveys 
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and the Environrnent 

Age___ M I f...{pJease circle one) 


Majo'_____________ Minor______________ 


Years of Japanese Language Study if Appficable ___________________ 


Highest level of Japanese ,lasses at1....__...1;) if applicable _______________ 


Please Anme t the FPllgwing Questions Below· 

1 . 	 In your own words, how would you describe Japanis relationship with the environment? 

2. 	 On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being bad for the environment, and 10 being the best at environmental 

preservation) how would you rate Japan's environmental practices? 

1 .. .. 2. '. ' 3 ... . 4 .... 5 .... 6 .... 7 .. . . 8 . . . . 9 . . . . 10 

3. 	 How often do you read articles related to Japan by Japanese news sources ina month? 

4 . 	 How often do you read articles related to Japan by American news sources in a month? 

5. 	 vVhat are some of the things you are interested in about Japanese culture? 
(Example: Music. fashIon. or food) 

Initial survey given to n1ernber of Club Japan 
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·~. ~. 

_.~~:.!~ ~~~E~.~~: o~.~~~~~!S' ~p_~~~n 0 nJ!£~n.. ~l .~_~~ __ ~n~i.:_':_~:t.!~~ _ 

Age___ M If..:..Jplease circle one) 


~Aajor__________________________ Min-.Of______________ 


Years of Japamtse Language Stu<ty ifApplicable ____________________ 

Highest leve IofJapanese classe-s at "",I__.....t tapplicable _______________ 

pieR ApWfCr tb-s fougwjpcow;:;tigm k'm, 

1. 	 In yourown word$, how would you deKnbe Japan's relationship with the environment? 

2. 	 On a scale of 1 to 10 {lb-eing bad for the environmentl and 10 being the best at environmental 

preservation) how would you rate JaJ)<an's envi ronmental pract:kes? 

1 . .. . 2 .... 3 .... 4 .... 5 .... 6 ... . 7 .. t. 8 ... . 9 . .. . 10 

3. 	 Howo-ften do you read artidesrelated to Japan byJapanese newsso-urcesin amo-nth? 

4. 	 How ofte n do 'Iou readartides related to Japa.n by Ame rkan news sources in a month? 

5. 	 What are some of the things you are interested in about Japanese t.ulture? 

(Example: "'~sic, fashion~or food) 


6. 	 On a scale from 1-5 how often have you been presented with negative asperuofJapan's 
re lationship with the environment before this presentation? (1 being new rand 5 being very 
frequently) 

1 . . .. 2 .. ,. 3 . . .. 4 . . ,. 5 

7. 	 How did you rec:eive this information'? (Ex-ample: From the news. Otinclass) 

··Ifyou .answered 1 in question 6 skip this question. 


8. 	 Is there anything you would have liked to see in the presentation or any feedback y<>u would 
I ike to give? 

Second survey given to members of Club Japan after a presentation on Satoyama 
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Appendix C 

Student Interviews 
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Diversifyinc~.spectives on Japanese ~ure through the Study and Use of satoya1'N 
Structured Interview- Students of Japanese Llnguage and Ctlture 

Samantha Roderick; Department of Modern language and Classics 

This 00cument provld6 i script fer the sttuctute<Jinterview of 8a1 State Stuc:Se1rt$ who study Jipanese 
or Japanese ·cutture. 

This interview wiI require students to)dentify their area of studyaod opinions on lapan and Japanese's 
society in relation to the erwtrOt'lt'l'ltnt. foe this study lam choosing 4-5 ~of different .vets of 

tapanese. lbe iotervie\\~ wiD b!- tM .princjpa I investigator in every mterview. ,wit use thi! resutts of 

this inteNiew for quality data in the stIJdy. 

-What is yOlJt opinion on ~tioo tbovt Japan's emirOM'~ntal .reta~? GOod, Bad, too much 

fOCU$, 100 .Iittle? 

~Wha"t is your opinion coocerning Japan's whalingpraaus ..,nd has this affed-ea your overill opinion of 
the tountry? 

..Jncomparison to other axmtdes where woWd you rani. Japan's&n'Iironmeotal practices lImoogstother 

countrEs? 

Standard Student Interview Script 
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Date 
Elective Modules Completed Score 

Introduction 08/11/12 no quiz 

Belmont Report and CITI Course Introduction 213 (67%)08/11/12 

Students in Research 08/11/12 911 0 (90%) 

History and Ethical Principles - SBR 08/11/12 515 (100% 
) 

History and Ethical Principles 08112/12 616 (100%) 

Defining Research with Human Subjects - SBR 315 (60%)08/11/12 

The Regulations and The Social and Behavioral Sciences  08/12/12 515 (100% 
) 

SBR 

Basic Institutional Review Board (IRB) Regulations and 08/12/12 515 (100% 
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Review Process 

Assessing Risk in Social and Behavioral Sciences - SBR 08112/12 515 (1000/0) 

Informed Consent - SBR 08/12/12 515 (1000/0) 
314 (75%)Informed Consent 08/12/12 

Privacy and Confidentiality - SBR 08/12/12 415 (800/0) 

314 (75%)Social and Behavioral Research for Biomedical 08/12/12 
Researchers 

Records-Based Research 08/12/12 212 (100% 
) 

Genetic Research in Human Populations 08112/12 212 (1000/0) 

Research With Protected Populations - Vulnerable 08/12/12 414 (100% 
) 

Subjects: An Overview 

Research with Prisoners - SBR 08112/12 414 (1000/0) 

Vulnerable Subjects - Research Involving Prisoners 08/12/12 414 (1000/0) 

Research with Children - SBR 08/13/12 114 (250/0) 

Vulnerable Subjects - Research Involving Children 08/13/12 213 (67%) 
314 (75%)Research in Public Elementary and Secondary Schools 08/13/12 

SBR 
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Vulnerable Subjects - Research Involving Pregnant 
Women, Human Fetuses, and Neonates 

08/13/12 313 (100 % 
) 

International Research - SBR 08113/12 313 (100 % 
) 

International Studies 08113/12 111 (1000/0) 

Internet Research - SBR 08/13/12 515 (1000/0) 

FDA-Regulated Research 08/13/12 415 (80%) 

Human Subjects Research at the VA 08/13/12 113 (33%) 

Research and HIPAA Privacy Protections 08/13/12 315 (60%) 

Vulnerable Subjects - Research Involving 
WorkerslEmployees 

08/13/12 314 (750/0) 

Hot Topics 08/13/12 no quiz 

Conflicts of Interest in Research Involving Human Subjects 08/13/12 515 (100% 
) 

Avoiding Group Harms: U.S. Research Perspectives 08113/12 313 (1000/0) 

Unanticipated Problems and Reporl:ing Requirements in 
Biomedical Research 

08/13/12 416 (670/0) 

Unanticipated Problems and Reporting Requiren1ents in 
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08/13/12 213 (67%) 

Ball State University 08/11/12 no quiz 
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